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The Mountain is Calling…
I
The mountain is calling:
Two hands make a sound.
That is ‘knowledge’ making noise like twittering birds.
Wisdom is like clapping in a single hand.
It is no sound; no sound is lucid transparent water.
In dead winter birds are silent;
in buoyant spring birds are noisy
celebrating the bloom, grieving over nothing.
Yogadharma is simply like this unorchestrated phenomenon.
II
The mountain is calling:
The sea darkens over the city.
The voices of wild ducks have fallen silent.
The moon rises because the sun is the other side.
The earth snuggles as the cool shine passes.
Yogadharma says: you are neither a master nor a servant
but a simple traveller
with palms like a bowl
eyes like an empty cistern
ears like a lengthening tunnel.
III
The mountain is calling:
The cuckoo’s voice fell like a leaf on the water
leaving nothing behind.
In the dense mist
images are mystified, dogmatised.
This dewdrop world is a mirror.
As the sun brightens the mirror turns to a plain landscape.
Nothing remains in autumn wind.
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IV
The mountain is calling:
The thief has carried no moon while leaving
but the autumn wind has brought him dead leaves
to make enough fire for boiling water.
Your quoting scriptures like dogs pissing at dustbin.
The fish leaps in the silence of moving clouds.
The wind subsides, but the flowers are in full bloom.
The mountain in silence deepens.
Birds are grieving
but the mountain in silence intensifies.
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